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To crochet this sweet teddy bear you will need: Himalaya Dolphin Baby yarn and 4.5 mm crochet
hook. The height of finished plush bear amigurumi is about 24 cm (9.4″), if you will use the same yarn and
hook.
Designed and photos by Olga Lykjanova
Instagram: @lykjanova_olga
Translated by Amiguroom Toys

Materials:

Yarn: Himalaya Dolphin Baby (0,5 skein), white yarn Alise Softy for muzzle
Hook size: 4.5 mm
8 mm black safety eyes
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Abbreviations:
R = row
mc = magic circle
sc = single crochet
inc = 2 sc in the next stitch
dec = single crochet 2 stitches together
(12) = number of stitches you should have at the end of the round/row
(…)*6 = repeat whatever is between the brackets the number of times stated

Amigurumi teddy bear free pattern

You can sew details to each other with other yarn not with plush one.

! There is no pattern for clothes, only pattern for a bear.

Head and body (one piece)
R 1: 6 sc in mc (6)
R 2: inc*6 (12)
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R 3: (1 sc, inc)*6 (18)
R 4: (2 sc, inc)*6 (24)
R 5: (3 sc, inc)*6 (30)
R 6-9: 30 sc (4 rows)
R 10: (3 sc, dec)*6 (24)
R 11: (2 sc, dec)*6 (18)
R 12: (1 sc, dec)*6 (12)
R 13: 12 sc
R 14: (2 sc, inc)*4 (16)
R 15: 16 sc
R 16: 6 sc, 4 inc, 6 sc (20)
R 17: 6 sc, (1 sc, inc)*4, 6 sc (24)
R 18-22: 24 sc (5 rows)
R 23: (2 sc, dec)*6 (18)
R 24: (1 sc, dec)*6 (12)
Stuff.
R 25: dec*6 (6)
F.o.

Muzzle
With Alise Softy in two threads.
R 1: 6 sc in mc (6)
R 2: inc*6 (12)
R 3: (1 sc, inc)*6 (18)
R 4: 18 sc
F.o., leaving a tail for sewing.
Stuff before sewing.

Ears (make 2)
R 1: 6 sc in mc (6)
R 2: (1 sc, inc)*3 (9)
Don’t stuff.
Fold top of ear flat and 4 sc through both sides across.
Leave a tail for sewing.

Arms (make 2)
R 1: 6 sc in mc (6)
R 2: inc*6 (12)
R 3: 12 sc
R 4: 5 dec, 2 sc (7)
R 5-9: 7 sc (5 rows)
Stuff 3/4.
Fold top of arm flat and 3 sc through both sides across.
Leave a tail for sewing.

Legs (make 2)
R 1: 6 sc in mc (6)
R 2: inc*6 (12)
R 3-4: 12 sc (2 rows)
R 5: 3 sc, 3 dec, 3 sc (9)
R 6-10: 9 sc (5 rows)
Stuff 3/4.
Fold top of leg flat and 4 sc through both sides across.
Leave a tail for sewing.
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